Past Meetings/Events include
- 2018.04.05: Officers
- 2018.04.06: FPDAC
- 2018.04.12: Internship Open House
- 2018.04.13: ASCCC Spring Plenary
- 2018.04.13–15: AGS Spring Convention

Upcoming Meetings/Events include
- 2018.04.19: Officers meeting & Trustee Davila
- 2018.04.23: Prerequisites Pilot meeting
- 2018.04.25: Collegial Consultation
- 2018.04.26: Officers meeting
- 2018.04.27: Machine Learning presentation
- 2018.05.02: Dean of Ed Tech search committee

ASCCC Spring Plenary Report
Most of the day I was there was given over to the candidates’ speeches, so I was able to attend only three sessions:

Keynote
- The keynote speaker, Dr. Kim Bateman, displayed non-traditional means of effective communication and reconciliation: humorous animal pictures, snippets of songs, and fables. (I found the fable grotesque but it was supposed to be about mature love.)
- She had two memorable quotes:
  + We need a longer table, not a higher wall (from the Safr Project lyrics, based on earlier apothegms about a higher fence)
  + To go fast, go alone. To go far, go together. (African proverb)

Guided Pathways and Job Placement
- I still don’t know exactly what "pathways" are. They seem to be many things to many people.
- I think we’ve all seen the four pillars. ASCCC President Julie Bruno has suggested nesting them (#1 in the middle, #4 surrounding the others) as a better visual metaphor.
- The presenters shared many success stories of new programs in CTE, health care, digital arts, brewing, and viticulture paid for by SWP funds, especially for often-neglected night students.
- The State Chancellor’s Office is using MIS data to identify exemplary programs that it labels “stars”, which is nice.

EEO in Faculty Hiring
- There is a handbook on the CCCCO website under Divisions — Legal — EEO.
- Asians are not currently counted as underrepresented because they do not meet the <80% Rule.
- Before 2015, the systemwide total spending on EEO was $767K and was distributed purely by enrollment. After 2015, the total is $2.767M and distribution is based on nine success measures (which the CCCCO’s lawyer kept calling the “nine multiple measures” ::groan::):
  1. having a district EEO advisory committee (pref. in shared gov.) as required by T5
  2. EEO board policies
  3. incentives for hard-to-hire disciplines
  4. outreach efforts
  5. diversity procedures in hiring
  6. training
  7. professional development on diversity
  8. diversity criteria in the application
  9. grow-your-own programs
- Example of #5: Not requiring CCC experience (because it eliminates HBCUs)
- Districts must do #1 and 6 of the remaining 8 to get $$$ Most are doing 7 of the 8.
- T5 requires districts to analyze longitudinal data to detect disparate impacts on underrepresented groups as defined by the <80% rule.